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Our programs have expanded in 2016 in ways that we are all proud of. The youth we see in schools come from challenging environments and our volunteers continue to improve their skills on topics such as childhood trauma and Circle Facilitation. The work we do in court mediations challenges us to bring our understanding of inclusion to new levels. Community groups increasingly look to CRC to help facilitate respectful conversations and we are deepening our skills to meet those needs.

At the center of it all is the wonderful work that is done by our volunteers and the donors who support our efforts. Especially in these polarizing times, we need more people who can help others navigate the conflicts in their lives and find ways to resolve disputes in a more peaceful and productive way.

M.J. Bauer, Executive Director.

INCOME

- Contributions ................................ $ 73,168
- Grants/Contracts .......................... $280,218
- Fee for Service/Misc................. $ 99,660

Total Support & Revenue ..................... $ 453,046

EXPENSES

- Youth OST/IST ........................... $129,132
- Community ................................ $123,774
- Training .................................... $185,395
- Fundraising ................................ $ 92,206

Total Expenses ................................ $500,417
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Sarah and her mother-in-law, Helen, could not communicate about spending time with Sarah's children. They were angry, defensive and accusatory of one another. In mediation, they recognized they valued each other's relationship with the children, and they identified shared plans to care for them.

Police officer Nick and community activist Imani met in a Police-Community Mediation Training Program. Imani shared her experience being stopped for speeding and her anxiety when the officer approached her. Nick realized there were opportunities to use his new mediation skills to de-escalate that type of situation. Imani invited Nick to join a neighborhood leaders meeting to talk more about police and community interactions.

Alexa and Shelly were in Harassment Court over tensions surrounding the co-parenting of three children. The two had only communicated through their ex-husband, never directly with each other. When the two women met with the mediator, their perspectives changed. They realized that better communication with each other is essential for their children.

Staff and leadership were both frustrated with a new program that wasn't going well. After many meetings, staff felt leadership wasn't listening and leadership felt staff members were not on board. CRC worked with them to develop a plan for a series of facilitations. At the end of facilitation, one manager commented: "Until today I really didn't understand how important it is for us on the leadership team to listen."

17-year-old Jayden had shoplifted from a retail store. At the meeting, his father tearfully expressed how fearful he was about his son's future and how important it was to keep his grades up at school. The son was moved seeing how much pain he had caused his dad. After giving him a big hug, he agreed to a plan to improve his grades.

17-year-old Jayden had shoplifted from a retail store. At the meeting, his father tearfully expressed how fearful he was about his son's future and how important it was to keep his grades up at school. The son was moved seeing how much pain he had caused his dad. After giving him a big hug, he agreed to a plan to improve his grades.

CRC has many excellent partnerships in St Cloud. Our work with the St Cloud State University mediation program provided students field experience for their practicum. In St Cloud schools, volunteers conduct weekly mediations and Circles. Catholic Charities helped CRC to launch a program for Homeless Youth. We continue to enjoy strong support from the Stearns County Bar Association and the Stearns County Judges.

In 2016 we launched our first High School mediation program. We continue to work in St. Louis County Harassment, Conciliation and Family Courts. We are working with multiple organizations on community outreach and training, including the City of Duluth Human Rights Office, the Cross Cultural Alliance of Duluth, The Hills Youth and Family Services, Community Action Duluth and St. Louis County.
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• Contributions................................ $ 73,168
• Grants/Contracts.......................... $ 280,218
• Fee for Service/Misc.................... $ 99,660

Total Support & Revenue............... $ 453,046

EXPENSES

• Youth OST/IST............................. $ 129,132
• Community................................ $ 123,774
• Training.................................... $ 185,395
• Fundraising................................ $ 62,206

Total Expenses........................ $ 500,417
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